MCW melanoma cocktail for the evaluation of micrometastases in sentinel lymph nodes of cutaneous melanoma.
Prevailing reports support the status of sentinel lymph node biopsy as the standard of care in the management of cutaneous melanoma. However, the evaluation of sentinel lymph nodes for melanoma metastases with traditionally used immunomarkers such as S100 protein and HMB45 has proved challenging. The MCW melanoma cocktail (a mixture of MART-1 [1:500], Melan-A [1:100] and tyrosinase [1:50] monoclonal antibodies) has demonstrated a highly discriminatory immunostaining pattern. Contrary to conventionally used immunomarkers such as S100 protein, the MCW melanoma cocktail facilitates detection of even singly scattered melanoma cells in sentinel lymph nodes, not only in permanent sections but also in imprint smears.